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There is much to be learned when peering through the lens of history. Mistakes made by                

those in the past can be avoided by others in the present and future. The rise and fall of many                    

nations are recorded, and many more are lost to history for good. But before a nation falls, it                  

usually first tries to change or adapt so as to remain a nation at all. Governments might be                  

overthrown or the structure of power reimagined, much like the Russian Soviet Union’s collapse              

into a democracy. What is often overlooked, however, is the population witnessing or being              

subjected to this change. People are the foundation a nation is built on, but all too often they are                   

swept along in the wave of change, and their lives are never the same after. 

Abigail Child’s work titled Artificial Memory is written from the point of view of the               

people during this moment in Russia’s history immediately following the collapse of the USSR              

in December of 1991, specifically at the Russian constitutional crisis of 1993. This two part               

chaplet was published under the Belladonna* company, a publishing company dedicated to            

promoting feminist writers that focus on experimental and avant-garde pieces. Artificial Memory            

encourages readers to view this historical event, and others beyond it, from a street-level              

perspective, to consider how the people living in these moments might be affected by this               

transition from way of life to another. A way of life for a whole generation has been changed,                  

and with it comes the process of unlearning what might be false and relearning what could be                 

true. Though much of this is often lost when it comes time for historians to record history, and                  

what is recorded of the past is often only what the future remembers. In this way, is our own                   

history not an artificial memory? 

It is important to acknowledge both the author behind the work as well as the publishing                

company, as the intent of both parties contributed to the themes. Artificial Memory was              

published as a two volume chaplet pamphlet by Belladonna*. Looking at their website, they              
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claim to “promote the work of women and feminist writers who are adventurous, experimental,              

politically involved, multi-form, multicultural, multi-gendered, impossible to define,        

unpredictable, and dangerous with language.” It was founded in 1999 by Rachel Levitsky in New               

York City’s Lower East End, and it works to this day to build a feminist literary community                 

under the avant-garde banner. Much the works published by Belladonna* are often            

works-in-progress, and as such are usually much more raw and unpolished then literature             

published by bigger name companies. Abigail Child, a graduate of Harvard University, has been              

involved in experimental media of all types since the 1980s, so her collaboration with              

Belladonna* is not at all unnatural. 

Artificial Memory reflects the experimental tendencies of both the author and the            

publisher with it's unique and inconsistent formatting. One page may organize the lines in              

straight-forward passages that read more like prose than poetry, like the beginning of volume 1,               

but then another might scatter the words across the page as if they’re drifting away, like the end                  

of volume 2. This formatting actually works well with the piece in that it emphasizes certain                

parts of the work. Because Artificial Memory captures those moments in a person’s life when the                
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world is changing around them, it gives it a voice by focusing on seemingly unimportant bits of                 

life. For example, a line in (2) in volume 1 mentions flowers: 

“O flowers, prisoners of our instincts to be happy--how would you be characterized?             

Tulip, peony, lily-of-the-valley. In the forest, the trees vote.” 

Flowers aren’t usually something the average person spends time thinking about. They            

are given in bouquets as gifts, or picked from the side of the road as keepsakes to press between                   

the pages of books. But to call them “prisoners of our instincts to be happy” turns this habit on                   

it's head. People pick or are given them as a means of happiness however momentary, and people                 

tend to seek these little moments of happiness more when they are going through times of grief                 

or struggle such as the collapse of a government. These flowers, however, are “trapped” in               

homes and vases to wilt away until it is time to find new ones.  

Flowers have also been given individual meanings as well to create a “language” robust              

enough to send messages in bouquets. Tulips, for instance, represent a strong love, while peonies               

are for romance and happy marriages, and lily-of-the-valleys represent femininity, purity, and            

chastity. These flowers together form a secondary meaning within Artificial Memories about a             

woman’s marriage. Perhaps Child is even suggesting that marriage is also born of “an instinct to                
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be happy” and that people can often feel prisoners in such things. Even simple objects like                

flowers can be used to give a voice to something or someone. 

This is one example of Artificial Memory’s main themes. Snapshots of life in Russia in               

homes or in markets, snippets of conversation or bits overheard from radios, even glimpses of               

the bigger picture as people continue to live their lives despite the change happening around               

them. Life keeps going even when it seems the world is falling apart, and it is people, not                  

governments, that define a country. Artificial Memory serves as a reminder that buried in the big                

picture are many little pictures, that sometimes one cannot ignore the individual trees in the               

forest, as the forest as a whole depends on the trees as individuals. Despite this, there is an                  

almost bleak tone to the whole work, evident in lines such as: 

“Objects outlast us. Our lethargy says break me. Imagination’s culture zone with leaves             

to keep soft.” 

The phrase “objects outlast us” sounds defeated in a way, but the kind of defeat with an                 

acceptance in it as well when considering the use of “lethargy” just after. These are people that                 

have been suffering for a time already, and that it wouldn’t take much more for them to break                  

down the last remaining bit. There is another line in (2) in volume 1 that further supports this                  

mental image: 

“Where centrifugal forces tore apart empire, fashion and dinner come first.” 

Forces are tearing apart the empire they live in, and yet they focus on what they wear and                  

what they eat first. They have no time to worry about what is happening above their heads, and                  

focus on what they can control in that moment. 
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To contextualize the piece, and to look at the “empire” mentioned in the previous quote,               

it is important to look at what was happening in Russia at the time. The reader is told this is                    

Russia due to mentions of Petersburg and Moscow as locations, and the time period is given                

when Child mentions “the winter of 1993” as being a mild winter. Stalin and Lenin are                

mentioned as well. Prior to the year of 1993, the Union of Society Socialist Republics, or the                 

Soviet Union unofficially, had been a federal socialist state spread across Northern Eurasia from              

1922 to 1991. The familiar hammer and sickle symbol is what people usually think of when they                 

think of the phrase “communists”. Several generations lived and died during this time, and the               

totalitarian rule was all many people knew. The Cold War exposed many instabilities, however,              

and the reforms implemented to fix the economic and political structures failed to work. In 1991                

the presidents of Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus officially declared the Soviet Union dissolved.             

Shortly after Russia was formally acknowledged, but there was a severe drop in economic and               

social conditions across the country following the dissolution. More people than ever were living              

in poverty, while prices skyrocketed and heavy taxes went into effect. Two years later,              

demonstrators stormed the Russian White House as a result of a power struggle between corrupt               
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government officials. Through it all, it was the general population of people that suffered the               

most under the dramatic changes to their way of life. 

Another key facet of life during that time was the propaganda machine, as it was integral                

to encouraging or enforcing the status quo of the time. The Soviet Union, and Russia, are well                 

known for their propaganda, which often took the form of stylized posters promoting patriotism,              

encouraging army recruitment, or bashing capitalism. It’s important to acknowledge the effect            

this propaganda had on the people during the time of the Soviet Union because it is a major                  

factor in peoples’ attitudes toward their country and their way of life. Child captures some of that                 

attitude in (6) in volume 2: 

“With the rise of nationalism, 

social homogeneity increases. Brooking no 

delay, mention is made of 

/.../ 

inventions using master tapes, dubs 

of dubs of America, the 

tape. We are the future-/a closure of loops…” 
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Child first highlights the “rise of nationalism” which is an aspect the Societ Union was               

known for. There was a strong sense of nationalism among its population, despite Lenin’s ironic               

attempts to discourage that sentiment. She then uses the phrase “We are the future”, and the                

italics she uses serve as a means to invoke the sort of words and phrases you would hear on the                    

radio directed toward working class people. There are other examples of phrases in italics like               

this, such as “You are a success-oriented individual” in (1) in volume 1. But these attitudes of                 

nationalism can backfire, particularly when people become disillusioned with those attitudes.           

Child captures the moment of this disillusionment in (3) in volume 1: 

“A brothel society watches an undermining 

moment. On one side, a colossal 

pressure, it's power which we now 

believe and now we don’t, and 

on the other hand we experience 

permanent thirst. Over an evil that 

can’t be torn away, against the 

view that popular opinion overwhelmingly favors 

a democratic outcome in Russia…” 
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Child says a lot in these few lines of text. First, she calls it a “brothel society” that is                   

“watching an undermining moment”, with the moment in question likely the events of October in               

1993. Brothels are typically known as places of poor reputation, and Russia has had a poor                

reputation for decades in countries all over the world. America in particular has viewed Russia               

poorly since before the Cold War. The people of this society of ill repute, who have by this point                   

been subjected to poverty and crime rates that are at an all time low, are watching the current                  

government be forced into a corner by demonstrators. This is the power that they “now believe                

and now [they] don’t”. By this point in time, the people of Russia have grown disillusioned with                 

the state of affairs. Still they remember the time before the fall of the USSR, and so they                  

“experience a permanent thirst, [o]ver an evil that can’t be torn away.” The people resent the new                 

democractic system, despite knowing the old system was evil. 

This is not a new concept. All across history there has been evidence to show that people                 

prefer stability. Even when a change would by all accounts bring about a better outcome, a fear                 

of the subsequent upheaval often prevents people from going through with that change. Of              

course, many of these details are lost to time, and history only gives us the summarized version                 
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of events. History books are the record of the world’s memory in a form that we can understand,                  

but it is important to realize that real people lived during those times of great upheaval. The                 

collapse of the Soviet Union into the violence at the Russian White House in 1993 is only one                  

example, but considering the effect the USSR had on the history of the world, Child captured the                 

feeling of living through that time. Artificial Memory encourages us to take a deeper look at                

history and to remember those who suffered when governments acted in the interest of someone               

other than the population. With the use of Child’s experimental and raw form of poetry, we are                 

given a glimpse into lives that may have been lived, which opens a path for a better                 

understanding of our own history. If history books are the world’s artificial memory of the past,                

then it is our job as readers to ensure that memory is as accurate as possible.  


